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We build success
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3D MODEL

You know how to build structures – we
know how to build your success. Our focus is to
delight both the constructor and the customer.
We can reach that goal by enhancing the
process these two subjects interact – during
the planning and proposal arrangement.
Added value to the service a company can
offer to its customers is an essential in being
vital and prospering. The 3D visualisation,
instant engineering and quality request
management significantly supports the
impressive feeling that customer have about
their partner and stimulate business.

Solution for success

INSTANT
ENGINEERING

HiStruct is highly efficient and modern web-based application that helps you
automate the engineering and sales process. Its customizable focus creates fully
detailed 3D model – powerful visualization serves for both sales representative as well
as the client to agree on optimal solution.
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negotiating the optimal solution right
after the client expressed his needs.
You won't waste your time with boring
standard configurations. Better get
involved in later stage of the sales process
that brings higher efficiency in closing
deal.
You don't need to ask your client to wait a
couple of days until the visualisation of the
structure is ready. Instead, you amaze him
by super-quality model online that
attracts him immediately.
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